AGENDA
«CDG HOS - F&V SECTOR»
Brussels, rue de la Loi 130
11th floor
Meeting room: A
on Friday 5 Avril 2019, from 09:30 to 18:00

1. Adoption of the agenda
2. CAP reform on future of food and farming
3. New market observatory for fruit and vegetables – Working methods
4. Study on "The Civil Dialogue Groups for the Common Agricultural Policy – Analysis of EU Policy Consultation" (information point of the Commission)
5. Omnibus implementation (implementation of measures to cope with crisis management,...)
6. Marketing standards (UNECE upcoming meeting, online trading…)
7. Functioning of the supply chain
   • Unfair trading practice: state of play after trilogue agreement
   • Market transparency: legislative proposal for an implementing act
8. Reform of the TRQ management : delegate and implementing acts
9. Brexit : exchange of views on the state of play
10. FTA negotiation and fresh produce & visit of Commissioner Hogan in Australia and New Zealand (to be confirmed)
11. Market developments in the fruit and vegetables sector
12. Organic:
   - Organic trends (presentation by FiBL)

13. DG SANTE (written contribution)
   - Plant Health reform and coming into force of Regulation 2016/2031
   - National Action Plan on IPM: overview of implementation by DG SANTE
   - PPP/MRL: chlorate & perchlorate

Joao ONOFRE
Head of Unit

Enclosure: financial rules

c.c.: MS Guntinas, Bitterhof (DG SANTE), MM Scannell, Onofre, Berlotier, Van Der Stappen, de Froidemont, Buffaria, Sitar, Serra, Verlet, Gonzalez Garcia

(please note that interpretation of a language will be cancelled if no participants for that language have registered in time for the meeting)

**The deadline for the registration: 2 April 2019**
Daily allowance

The daily allowance is 80 euros per day, for all meals and accommodation.

The maximum permitted by the host is 400 euros per month.

A basic allowance of 20 euros per day is also included.

Accommodation

Accommodation includes breakfast and dinner.

You must provide supporting evidence of your expenses from your bank statements for the same.